
GOSSIP
“What an hour and what an age to be living in! We’re seeing incredible events and all types of prophecy being fulfilled

pointing to the coming of Christ!” – We have also seen another twist of events for this nation! – It seems that the devil has gone
wild; the gossip news has been as big as the war news. His gossip machine is well oiled and working!”

“You can hardly turn the radio on or the television news without seeing or hearing some type of gossip against our national
leaders, celebrities or important people who have leadership in our nation! – The gossip machine has even torn down the
influence of our past presidents as far back as Washington! – It seems after the religious attacks that Satan has turned and
attacked every facet of society! What is he trying to do? He is determined to tear down the influence of the United States and
our leaders before the world! – Even some good men said, that they are afraid to run for office because of the unfair scrutiny
and gossip they have to face. So in the future this will allow the wrong leaders to be ushered into power! And this reveals the
fall of America is soon!”

“In comparison to this as you well remember just before its fall, the Roman Empire lived only to see and hear a new thing!
Tattling, gossip and fantasy stories were from one end of the Empire to the other. Combined with drinking, orgies and
debauchery along the same lines that is occurring in the United States and in the film capitol! – And as Rome crumbled; so will
the world and, this nation! Although the USA has been a blessed nation, it is headed for severe trouble, tragedies and much
destruction through nature and finally by the hand of man! – So we can expect in the future much more of the same of what
we have seen concerning the gossip flogging of various people and groups. No doubt some of it will be true and some won’t
be! – It is done so that finally people can’t tell between fact and fiction; until Satan is able to lead them into a fantasy world of
what he wants people to believe!”

“It is impossible to list all that’s occurring concerning these subjects! But I’m writing this to reveal the Scriptures say it is a
definite sign Jesus is coming soon!” – Jesus said, “friends and families will betray one another; as apostasy would be rampant!
The Scriptures speak of the tattler in the last days; and about lying signs and wonders in communications!” – “Also Solomon
speaks of the coming of man’s invention, and one that can carry gossip!” (Eccl. 10:20) “Wherein he said be careful of what one
said about the king or in thy bedchamber…” Now this next line means radio and television! – “. . . for a bird of the air shall
carry the voice, and that which hath wings shall tell the matter!” – We know electricity travels through the air like a bird;
and we also know that the antennas upon the houses many times look like wings. Nevertheless it speaks of communications in
our day! – Solomon’s kingdom was confronted with many different intimate stories! So the tattler was doing well and alive in
his day! (Prov. 26:20, 18:8 & 11:13)

Scripts have predicted the United States is entering its darkest hours! But for the elect it will be great light and the dawning
of a new era of faith and power! – The real truth will reign among them as God reveals His marvelous acts! And as we said
before, while Satan is sowing discord, confusion and apostasy among the nations, the Lord Jesus will be doing His wonderful
work in sowing salvation, miracles and translative faith! He will be in the midst of the believers! – “Behold, here is the work of
the Holy Spirit!” (St. John 3:8) “The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell
whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is everyone that is born of the Spirit!” – By the word ‘listeth’ we know that the
spirit goes where it is preordained to go by divine providence! – The Holy Spirit has a various dimensional work. At the end it
says while men sleep, the Holy Spirit is working and they don’t understand all it is doing! – “The Word shows us various
phases – first the seed, the blade and then the full ear of corn and immediately he putteth in the sickle! – And that is
exactly where we are at now!” (Mark 4:26-29) “So while the nation is sleeping and doing all of these various things we spoke
of; Jesus in the Holy Spirit is doing a manifold work. And it is definite and wonderful! – And the elect will see more into this
soon! Now here is another sign as our age is closing out!” Matt. 13:30, “Let both grow together until the harvest: and in the
time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together ‘first the tares,’ and bind them in bundles to burn them: but
gather the ‘wheat’ into my barn!” – By the falling away from the true word and faith, we have already seen the separating
start! – The bundling together of the tares (religious systems) has already began, even more so underneath than people suspect!
– And as they get closer together to bundle, suddenly the elect wheat will be gathered in God’s barn ‘his covering wings’ for
flight away! It will be swiftly! For Jesus said, “Behold, I come quickly.” (Rev. 22:7, 12, 20) – I Cor. 15:52, “In a moment,
in a twinkling of an eye!” – “They that were ready went in with Him. . . and the door was shut!” (Matt. 25:10) – “So
while the nation is in its madness, frolicking, drinking, drugs, etc., living to hear and see a new thing. And while they are asleep
in the cares of this life! Jesus is doing His most important harvest work, and the world sees it not! – But the elect are alert and
know He is working among them. They are receiving His Word in the proper season!”
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